Qualitative and quantitative analysis of routinely postprocessed (CLEAR) CE-MRA data sets: are SNR and CNR calculations reliable?
To evaluate objective image quality parameters for contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA), contrast-to-noise (CNR), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculations based on signal intensity (SI) and standard deviation (SD) measurements of the vessel, the surrounding tissue (eg, muscle), and the background noise outside the body are commonly used. However, modern magnetic resonance scanners often use dedicated software algorithms such as Constant LEvel AppeaRance (CLEAR) to improve image quality, which may affect the established methods of SNR and CNR calculation. The purpose of this study was to intraindividually evaluate the feasibility of conventional techniques used for SNR and CNR calculation of MRA data sets that have been reconstructed with both, a standard (non-CLEAR) and a CLEAR algorithm. Supra-aortic high-resolution CE-MRA of 11 patients with headache symptoms was performed at 1.5 T using reconstruction algorithms generating both, non-CLEAR and CLEAR-corrected images from the acquired data set. A qualitative analysis with regard to image quality and contrast level was performed by two radiologists applying a score system. For quantitative analysis, distribution of SI values was measured in regions of interest in the common carotid artery (CCA) and the C1 segment of the internal carotid artery in identical positions of both data sets for intraindividual comparison of SNR and CNR calculations. For that purpose, three different equations were used for background noise assessment by determining the SD of SIs measured in the air outside the body (Eq. A), the soft tissue adjacent to the analyzed vessel segment (Eq. B), and in a contrast-medium filled tube (reference standard), which was placed around the patient's neck (Eq. C). The qualitative analysis documented an improved image quality and a higher contrast level for CLEAR-based data sets. SNR and CNR calculations of the CCA and the C1 segment were significantly different for both reconstruction algorithms when using the background noise outside the body for image noise assessment (P<.05 [CCA]; P<.05 [C1]). SNR and CNR calculations based on the soft tissue adjacent to the analyzed segment or a reference standard were comparable. For comparative analysis of CE-MRA data sets, SNR and CNR calculations based on SD determination of the background noise signal measured outside the body are not applicable for CE-MRA data sets reconstructed with a CLEAR-based algorithm. Therefore, noise should rather be assessed in the perivascular tissue to enable proper comparative analysis of CLEAR-enhanced CE-MRA data sets.